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4 institutions: Modern Poland Foundation, Wikimedia Poland Association, Polish Librarians Association, Interdisciplinary Center for Mathematical and Computational Modelling

17 members
3 objectives

# to build community around OER

# to promote OER in Poland

# to conduct policy work towards openness development
COMMUNITY BUILDING

# WORKSHOPS
CREATE NETWORK OF OER LOCAL TRAINERS (3x15)

# OPEN DISCUSSION LIST, BLOG, FACEBOOK
PROMOTION
PROMOTION

# OPEN PUBLICATIONS ABOUT OA, OER
# POSTERS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
POLICY

# INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL
OPENING INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTIONS
OPEN AGH, OPEN ZACHĘTA NATIONAL ART GALLERY

# NON-GOVERNMENTAL LEVEL
GRANT PROGRAM WITH OPEN POLICY
ORANGE ACADEMY - CC BY
POLICY

# GOVERNMENTAL LEVEL

“DIGITAL SCHOOL” NATIONAL PROGRAM

active engagement in the process of social consultation
advise to incorporate open textbook component
recommendations for Polish Gov towards open policy in Digital School
RECOMMENDATIONS

E-TEXTBOOKS IN DIGITAL SCHOOL

1. OPEN LICENSING MODEL
2. METHODOLOGY
3. TECHNOLOGY
4. FUNDING
5. ORGANISATION
Results of all projects funded from public budget should be made available as public property, free for everyone to use it as they wish.

CC BY license or another free license – one that allows use of resources and their derivatives in an unlimited ways.
TECHNOLOGY

# OPEN STANDARDS

to avoid technical barriers in access and re-use

# E-TEXTBOOKS FOR ALL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

minimum effort - to create one open platform for all OER in Digital School

# ACCESSIBILITY

according to Web Content Accessibility Guidelines v 2.0
TECHNOLOGY

# METADATA
increases level of searchability and aggregation of materials distributed on different platforms

# OFFLINE ACCESS
online access excludes users without broadband access to Internet

# PRINTED TEXTBOOKS STILL NEEDED
METHODOLOGY

# QUALITY ASSURANCE
review and systematic evaluation procedure certified by Polish Ministry of Education;

# E-TEXTBOOK DEVELOPMENT
coordinated with teachers’ training program and development of learning environments;
updates and changes should be reported to teachers.
FUNDING

e-textbook costs depends on the subject and amount of multimedia, interactive elements included

technology advanced e-textbook can’t ensure its quality

adequate funding for pilot phrase, advanced review process, coherent layout, infographics, etc.
reasonable timing is a key element for the success

TIMEFRAME FOR:
- e-textbook development;
- communication between partners developing textbooks for different subjects;
- reviews and evaluation;
- politing at schools;
- e-textbooks’ modifications
ORGANISATION

# PARTNERS
to be chosen in open call
better to choose several partners but with excellence experience in different educational field.

# INFORMATION CAMPAIGNE
transparency of the process, reporting on the progress, public consultation of possible solutions
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